
LCHS Spanish I Live Red Home Days 6-10 

Contact e-mail:  michele.venable@livingston.kyschools.us 

YOU WILL RECEIVE A “0” FOR ANY ASSIGNMENT 

NOT COMPLETED 

Submit the following assignments including the web addresses for Live Red Home Days   

6-10 to me at the above e-mail address 

Day 6 – If you can use a computer, find a tutorial(lesson) on the web that teaches how to ask   

              about the weather.(Very appropriate right now!!!!)  This will be great review for you to  

              find how to write in Spanish “What is the weather today?”  Then find six possible  

              answers on the tutorial and list them.  Remember:  One word in Spanish is still a  

              sentence—be sure to punctuate properly always. In an e-mail to me, send the address for  

              the tutorial, how to ask about the weather in Spanish, then six possible answers in  

              Spanish.  If you are not able to use a computer at home or elsewhere, write in Spanish  

              how to ask the weather in Spanish, then give six separate answers in Spanish.  You were  

              just tested on this before the Christmas break.  I need to see these when you come back.  

Day 7    If you can use a computer, find a tutorial(lesson) on the web that teaches how to ask  

              what the complete date is today, tomorrow and yesterday in Spanish.  Then find out how 

              to answer in Spanish in a complete sentence what date it is today, tomorrow and  

              yesterday.  In an e-mail to me, send the address for the tutorial, how to ask the date in  

              Spanish, then the three answers.  If you are not able to use a computer at home or  

              elsewhere, write in Spanish how to ask the date, then write down the three answers.   

              You were tested on this before break!!!!!  We also say the date most every day.  I need 

              to see these when you come back to school. 

Day 8    If you can use a computer, find a tutorial(lesson) on the web that teaches how to ask 

             where someone or several people are from.  You will need to find out how to ask a  

             student directly where they are from formally and informally, then ask someone else  

             where a certain student or students are from.  Then you will need to find out how to  

             answer those questions.  When you answer, give several answers of any kind, such as,  

             I’m from, He is from, She is from, We are from, and so on.  Make sure you pick six  

             different Hispanic countries that you and these other students are from.  In an e-mail to  

             me, send the address for the tutorial and your answers  If you are not able to use a  

             computer at home or elsewhere, write down the above lesson and show to me when  

  you return to school. 

Day 9   If you can use a computer, find a tutorial(lesson) on the web that teaches how to ask 

             in the formal and informal what a student’s name is directly and indirectly then an  

             answer for each.  Use Hispanic names only, such as, María, Margarita, Gabriela, José,  

             Pedro, Alfonso, Gabriel, Luis, Rafael(You can find more on the Internet.)  In an e-mail 

             to me, send the address for the tutorial and your questions and answers.  If you are not 

  able to use a computer at home or elsewhere, write the above assignment down and show 

  to me when you return to school. 

Day 10 If you can use a computer, find a tutorial(lesson) on the web that teaches how to ask 

             in the formal and informal you or another person’s telephone number.  Of course, the 

 answers given should be a fictitious phone number. Either write the numbers in single 

 form or grouped in twos.  If you are not able to use a computer at home or elsewhere,  

            write the above assignment down and show to me when you return to school. 
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